Too Close To Fire Cue List by Eakle, Zoë et al.
TASTE THIS-TOO CLOSE TO FIRE-QUE LIST 
1. Mistress Mary 
(all four performers)Audio: 2 instrumental mics 
2 vox mics 
Lights: General wash 
LINE IN: "Head strong Mary, quite contrary, how does your garden grow?" 
LINE OUT: (2nd x) "...where you may surrender, I'd really like to know." 
2. Red Sock Circle Dance 
(performers: Ivan and Lynn)Audio: 
1 instrumental mic 
1 vox mic 
Lights: Half wash and 1 Spot speciall5 second spoken word interlude 
LINE IN: "The van was packed when the call came." 
LINE OUT: "...but it doesn't matter, because we are all where we belong. Home." 
(Zoe)Audio: 1 vocal mic 
Lights: Half wash 
3. Guitar Solo 
(Lynn)Audio: 1 instrumental mic 
Lights: 1 Spot special4. 
4. Sparrow 
(Anna)Audio: 1 vox mic 
Lights: 1 spot special 
20 second instrumental interlude 
(Lynn)Audio: 1 instrumental mic 
Lights: Half wash 
LINE IN: "Unlike other teacher who warned about the dangers of lighting matches..." 
LINE OUT: "Two, desire is mysterious, powerful, beyond science." 
5. There Goes The Bride 
(Part 1-Ivan- solo monologue, Part 2- Zoe- solo monologue) 
Audio: no mic 
Lights: 1 Spot special 
PART 1 LINE IN: "What can I say? Guess I'll start with what everyone else is saying." 
PART 2 LINE OUT: "Care for a dance with the bride?" 
6. Sirens 
all four performers)Audio: no mics or 2 vox mics 
Lights: General wash 
LINE IN: "Do you treat a fire with heat or cold?" 
LINE OUT: "How exactly do you fight fire with fire?" 
Fade to black INTERMISSION (15min) 
x
x
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ACT TWO 
8. Guitar Solo 
(Lynn) Audio: 1 instrumental mic 
Lights: General Wash, 1 Spot speciall5 second spoken word interlude 
(Anna) Audio: 1 vocal mic 
Lights: Half wash 
9. Because I See Souls 
(Zoe) Audio: no mic 
Lights: 1 spot special 
LINE IN: "Hello,.... Thank you for seeing me on such short notice." 
LINE OUT: "I can't imagine a life without fire." 
10. Sticks and Stones 
(Ivan) Audio: 1 vocal mic 
Lights: 1 Spot special Two 
LINE IN: "It seemed like a fine idea at the time." 
LINE OUT: "Like I said, it seemed like a fine idea at the time." 
11. Girls Run Circles 
(performers: Lynn, Ivan and Anna)Audio: 2 instrumental mics 
2 vox mics 
Lights: Half wash, 1 spot special 
LINE IN: "Two girls run circles around the metal bus stop." 
LINE OUT: (3x)"From bits of dream, imagination and the longing of a child." 
Fade to black. Show end. 
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